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Carlyn Westerink (b. 1995 in Kampen) connects the strange reality with our ruthless nature in the form 
of detailed yet dreamy drawings. She looks at the world with a thoughtful look. With searching eyes 
she looks under every paving stone; “There is much more to see under our ‘observable’ world, there is 
a whole universe full of ignorance and that fascinates me. “It inspires and gives her peace that there 
is pure chaos down there instead of the visible complete control we live in today. The guiding principle 
in Carlyn’s work is to let the viewer ‘get lost’ in her image.

In 2022, Carlyn obtained her BA Illustration Design at ArtEZ University of the Arts. In addition to working 
on commission, she finds it important to enter into interdisciplinary collaborations. This varies from giving 
workshops at schools, forming collectives and being part of a progressive gallery, where the artistic cli-
mate is viewed under a magnifying glass.

Education                             

2017     MBO Cibap Vakschool voor Verbeelding
             Audiovisual / Animation Design
             - nominated
2022    BA ArtEZ University of the Arts
             Illustration Design  - nominated  

Publication 

2022    De Optimist / digital cultural magazine 
               De toerist: En hij zag dat het goed was
2022    Wobby.club / magazine 
               #30 Overgrown 
2022    Yael Korse   / poster
               Ik ben Oke - theatervoorstelling 
2022    Fraterhuis   / poster 
               Fraterhuistalks 
2023    Murf/Murw / magazine 
               Fernweh & Madonna
2023    VPRO-gids / illustration article
               Psychedelics

Residence

2022     To Riso or Not 
              Make x Wobby.club  / Eindhoven

Freelance 

2022      Matchlab Utrecht
               home Illustrator - brandbook
                 

* located in 
ArtCity               NDSM  

Amsterdam

Exposition

2022      Draw the Line || 
                 Kunstpodium T x Wobby.club 
2022      Dutch Design Week 
                 Make Eindhoven 
2022      Finals Expositie 
                 ArtEZ University of the Arts

Participation 

2020       Larry Gall Gallery / Zwolle
                     Participant en initiator
2021       Biobased Creations x Stadsfestival Zwolle
                   Wervel Collectief   - de toekomst van steden en wijken
2021       Biobased Creations x Museum de Fundatie Zwolle
                   Wervel Collectief  - de toekomst van waardesystemen
2022       Schouwburg Odeon / Zwolle 
                   Wervel Collectief  - installatie Onze Stad 
2022       Bevrijdingsfestival / Zwolle 
                    Wervel Collectief - Vrijheidsgedicht 

Autonomous 

2021        The symbiosis with the inhumane world
                - essay
2022       Through Scenery 
                - image story

CURRICULUM VITAE      
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ILLUSTRATOR //                                                                                               WERVEL (Vertebra) COLLECTIEF 2021

Together with Elea Schoon (composer) and Sarah Lucassen (former city poet Zwolle) we got 
together on a warm summer evening to set up a collective. We thought it would be a valuable 
idea to express our ‘modern’ problems such as climate change, the poor housing market and 
the upheaval of our norms and values in words, images and music. We want to address mod-
ern people in an artistic/optimistic way and encourage them to think. After all, a vertebra is 
part of a skeleton in which people can find their own story and can therefore possibly address 
themselves about their way of life. Or it serves as a whirlwind in which modern themes can be 
viewed from a different angle, which causes movement in our own heads.

PARTICIPANT - INITIATOR //                                                                                 LARRY GALL GALLERY 2020

Iris Bolhuis, main initiator of Larry Gall, started an online gallery in 2020 due to a lack of at-
tention for contemporary - alternative art in Zwolle. Iris captured my work in image and text in 
2020 when I was still a fresh second year art student at ArtEZ. Larry Gall consists of thirteen 
idiosyncratic artists from Zwolle. Erik Schulte (co-participant / artist) and I became part of 
Larry Gall in 2022 as co-initiators. - {now online, later offline?/art is nice} With Larry we want 
to cause a commotion in conservative Zwolle, which will eventually not only be limited to our 
own city, but will also extend to the limited frameworks of contemporary art in the Nether-
lands. Art is a craft with its own culture, a pure form of expression and identity.

ILLUSTRATOR - ARTIST //                                                                                                           FREELANCE 2022

At the moment I work as an independent illustrator on assignment for cool companies and I 
make images for (progressive) magazines, posters, articles and books. I also work as a digital 
house illustrator for the software company Matchlab, mainly making icons for their brandbook.

In addition to working on commission, I am an independent artist and find it very important to 
start my own research. These investigations are mainly about material and/or content. As an 
artist I engage myself in intertwining myself with social themes and/or issues that are mainly 
focused on profound concepts about nature. ‘Are we as humans really smarter than, say, a 
beetle, or is the brain fooling us because we (unconsciously) think anthropocentrically?’

ACTIVITIES     

contact 
info@carlynwesterink.nl

0655696557
www.carlynwesterink.nl
inst: @carlynwesterink
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/ IMAGE STORY             book
   WITH ROAMINGMAP

Through Scenery is a philosophical image story that 
challenges the viewer to get lost by looking with the 
eyes. The book takes your eyes on an adventure and 
introduces you to our (natural) environment. Accord-
ing to the maker, it is important that modern peo-
ple realize that there is so much more than what we 
can see with the naked eye. Humans probably can’t 
imagine it well, but so many systems on earth and 
probably also in the universe are intimately connect-
ed.

The reason for making this book is because the mak-
er is concerned about the behavior of modern West-
ern people. We are involved in a heavy economic sys-
tem that disrupts our connection with (wild) nature. 
There is little room to proliferate outside the existing 
paths in this controlled society.
The maker uses her drawings to revise the connec-
tion between man and nature.
Look around you, move through the landscape and 
connect yourself with the essence of life on earth.

AUTONOMOUS     

materials:
graphite / colorpencil / self-binding (coptic)

THROUGH 
SCENERY
VIDEO // (NL)
ArtEZ Finals Zwolle 
2022

https://youtu.be/DseQVzulY74


Part of roaming map/ part of Through Scenery
graphite          * 70x100cm



PARTICIPATION     

Commissioned by Biobased Creations led by Lucas 
de Man and in response to the exhibition Design by 
Nature in museum de Fundatie Zwolle, Wervel Col-
lectief was asked to make a visual representation in 
the program series of: the future of cities and neigh-
borhoods / the future of value systems.
In the end, these have become two intriguing series 
of images in which we as a collective intertwine im-
age, text and music in a pure and profound way.

As a result of this special participation, our collec-
tive was asked to convert the series of images: the 
future of cities and districts into a mobile installation 
for Zwolse Theaters.
‘Our City’ is an installation that is on permanent dis-
play in Café Foyé in Odeon. Young and old can stimu-
late their senses here, dreaming away on the sounds 
and visual experiences that come their way.

x BIOBASED CREATIONS           
       series of images / performance / installation

WERVEL COLLECTIEF
INFO PAGE (NL)
// VIDEO
ZWOLLE 2022
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- installation ‘Our City’, 
Zwolse Theaters

https://www.carlynwesterink.nl/wervel-collectief


Part of series of images: the future of value systems (pag3)
          graphite                                - Wervel Collectief 2021
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LITHOGRAPHY

| the pencil sketch
Mycelia. By reading the 
book: ‘Intertwined life,’ I 
fell under the spell of the 
word Intertwined. I put 
the direct associations 
with the word and the 
book directly on paper.

| | the intermediate stage, 
drawing on the  polished 
stone. After I had trans-
ferred the sketch with 
red earth onto the litho-
graphic stone, it is time 
to finely color it with lith-
ographic material.

| | | the final print. After 
two months of working 
on the stone (sharpen-
ing, drawing, gumming, 
preparing, printing) it 
was finally time to print 
it. An incredibly exciting 
process, all the steps 
I had taken before be-
came important in one 
moment.

Lithography (stone press) became an important profession for me a year 
and a half ago. Plus an important part to stimulate and inspire the maker in 
me.
First, this technique takes all the urgency of the current zeitgeist away from 
me. It really requires taking the time to create a traditional image. The pro-
cess before (grinding) and after (preparing) drawing on the stone are just 
as important as making the drawing itself. Lithography is an almost extinct 
technique because nowadays everything can be made much faster and/or 
digitally. For me as a maker, people therefore forget the essence of making 
art or an image, it is a reflection of how we look at our contemporary world.

Lithography is anything but perfect because something can always go wrong 
in the grinding, drawing and/or preparation. A reflection of life.”

- Favorite lithographic material, the litho-pencil.
No5 / No7 frequently used.

- close up of litho print Mycelia

MYCELIA

LITHOGRAFIE
// WORK
ZWOLLE 2022

https://www.carlynwesterink.nl/lithography
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